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Engraved Sign:  
Custom engraved signs are made of black anodized aluminum and will last for years. The black anodized coating is etched away when engraved, leaving the bare metal which appears to be white. The detail, quality and contrast are evident on these signs. Look at the detail on the photos—yes that is an engraved photo! Available in 5” x 4”, 5” x 7”, 8” x 10” and 11” x 14”.  
Sign Holders sold separately (see below).

Engraved Aluminum Signs . . . . . . . . . . . by Orion Garden Marker

5” x 4” Sign: #311-540LE  
Price: $11.00 each  

7” x 5” Sign: #311-750LE  
Price: $16.50 each  

8” x 10” Sign: #311-850LE  
Price: $18.50 each  

11” x 14” Sign: #311-1114LE  
Price: $36.50 each

Be sure to check our website for sign design tips. You may get some inspiration. As always, we are happy to offer advise if you are stumped. NO COST for design help.......We want your signs to look great!

SIGN HOLDERS
Use these sign holders for 5” x 4” signs
18” Black Sign Holder with tabs to secure sign:  
Part #310-5418BOT (shown on left)  
Price: $6.25

Use these sign holders for either a 5” x 7” or 8” x 10” sign
24” Black Sign Holder: Part #310-7524  
Price: $9.75  

42” Black Sign Holder: Part #310-7542  
Price: $11.75

For 11” x 14” sign
42” Large Black Holder: Part #310-81042 Price: $15.75
Engraved Botanical Sign: Our custom engraved signs are made of durable black aluminum, not plastic. The detail and quality is evident on these laser engraved signs. The size is about the size of a business card (2” x 3.5”) and allows for 2–3 lines of text and a FREE LOGO. The stake is 12” or 18” high and tilts back 30 degrees for easy viewing.

Minor assembly required

Engraved Botanical Sign (12”)
Part #311-235LE
Price: $7.00 each (12” stake included)

Engraved Botanical Sign (18”)
Part #311-235LE-18
Price: $8.00 each (18” stake included)

Engraved Aluminum Signs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . by Orion Garden Marker

Large Engraved Botanical Sign:

Ideal to identify plants that require a lot of information. These large (5” x 4”) botanical signs have plenty of space for your text, photo, QR code or logo. They are black anodized aluminum with rounded corners and will last for years. The 18” stake is included.

Minor assembly required

Part #311-5418LE
Price: $11.50 each

FREE PHOTO - OR - QR CODE
Engraved Silver Sign: Our custom engraved signs are made of durable silver aluminum, not plastic. The detail and quality is evident on these laser engraved signs. They are available in two sizes.

2” x 3.5” with a 12” or 18” high stake.

OR 5” x 4” with an 18” stake

Engraved Silver Botanical Sign (12”)
#311-235SA
Price: $7.00 each
(12” stake included)

Engraved Silver Botanical Sign (18”)
#311-235-18SA
Price: $8.00 each
(18” stake included)

Large Engraved Silver Botanical Sign
#311-5418SA
Price: $11.50 each
(18” stake included)

8” x 10” Engraved Silver Sign:
Ideal to identify plants that require a lot of information. These large signs have plenty of space for your text, line drawing, QR code or logo. They are silver aluminum with rounded corners and will last for years.

#311-810SA
Price: $18.50 each
Sign Holder NOT Included

Black Sign Holders
Use these sign holders for your 8” x 10” sign

24” tall Black Sign Holder: 
#310-7524
Price: $9.75

42” tall Black Sign Holder:
#310-7542
Price: $11.75
Stainless Steel Botanical Sign:
Finally...a sign that will hold up to harsh salt air, salt spray and humidity. Made of heavy stainless steel, these signs withstand tough, corrosive conditions that most signs won't. The finish is natural brushed stainless steel. The faceplate is 2.0" x 3.5" and the stake (included) is either 12" tall OR 18” tall.
We can engrave your logo or clip art, however we can not engrave a photo.

Minor assembly required

2” x 3.5” sign w/12” Stake Part #311-235SS
Price: $8.00

2” x 3.5” sign w/18” Stake Part #311-235SS-18
Price: $9.00

Large Engraved Stainless Steel Botanical Sign:
Yes, a sign that will hold up to harsh salt air, salt spray and humidity. Made of heavy stainless steel, these signs withstand tough, corrosive conditions that most signs won't. The finish is natural brushed steel. The faceplate is 5" x 4" and the stake (included) is 18" tall.
While we can engrave your logo or clip art, we can not engrave a photo.

Minor assembly required

Part #311-5418SS
Price: $12.50 each
Engraved Tree Sign:
Custom designed and made to last for years. These tree signs allow the tree to grow without harming it. The hardware is tough, weather resistant stainless steel and the sign is black anodized aluminum. Simply screw the sign to the tree and check every couple of years. The size is 2” x 3.5” and allows for 2—3 lines of text and a FREE LOGO.

Part #311-235LE-T
Price: $7.00 each

Engraved Zinc Markers:
A professional look that will last for years. These are our standard Zinc Botanical Markers, and we will engrave 2—3 lines of text for you in your choice of fonts. The marking is etched into the metal so it will not fade. The faceplate is 1.25” x 3.5”

11.25” tall Engraved Zinc Marker:
Part #320-080LE
Price: $3.20 each

21” tall Engraved Zinc Marker:
Part #320-079LE
Price: $3.50 each
Square Engraved Sign:
These classic engraved signs will last for years. Look at the detail on these signs!
Size 4.25” x 4.25” Order sign holder separately.
Black Engraved Signs:
Part #310-425
Price: $11.75 each

Scroll Sign Holders:
These heavy cast sign holders really add a decorative touch. Simply secure the sign using our outdoor adhesive.
Scroll Sign Holder:
Part #310-4428
Price: $14.95 each

Fancy Engraved Aluminum Hang Tags: have a silver matte finish and a lovely floral design engraved on the edge. Just let us know what plant name and what font you want us to engrave for you. They will last for years to come.

ENGRAVED TAGS ONLY, stakes are not included.
Size: 2.5” X 3.5
Part # 150-115ALLE
Price: $3.95 each

18” Stainless Steel Stakes: compliment your Fancy hang tags.
Part #150-232SS
Price: $7.28 for 10
Dura-Last Outdoor Signs:
Custom designed and made to **last for years**. Our signs are made of durable aluminum. In our process, the sign is baked, and the image forms a permanent bond to the metal. It’s not simply printed on the top of the sign. Depending on your weather conditions and exposure to the sun you can expect the sign to last about 5 years.

*5” x 7” #311-75DL*  
Price: $16.50

*8” x 10” #311-108DL*  
Price: $18.50

*11” x 14” #311-1114DL*  
Price: $36.50

**Black Sign Holders** are powder coated and will last for years. The faceplate tilts back slightly for easy viewing. **Use with Dura-Last signs.** To attach the sign, simply peel off the backing on the ultra high bond tape and press the sign on.

**Black Sign Holders**  
**Use these sign holders for either a 5” x 7” or 8” x 10” sign**

*24” tall Black Sign Holder:*  
#310-7524  
Price: $9.75

*42” tall Black Sign Holder:*  
#310-7542  
Price: $11.75  
**For 11” x 14” sign**

*42” tall Large Black Holder:*  
#310-81042  
Price: $15.75
Dura-Last Aluminum Signs . . .

by Orion Garden Marker

Dura-Last Botanical Signs: are an ideal size for a picture and text. The sign is 2” x 3.5” with a 12” OR 18” galvanized stake (included) which tilts back at a 30 degree angle for easy viewing. Depending on exposure, signs are rated for about 5 years of outdoor use. Minor assembly required

Dura-Last 12” Botanical Sign #311-235DL
Price: $7.00 each (12” stake included)

Dura-Last 18” Botanical Sign #311-235DL-18
Price: $8.00 each (18” stake included)

Large Dura-Last Botanical Signs:
Ideal to identify plants that require a lot of information. These large botanical signs have plenty of space for your text, photo, QR code or logo. They are 5” x 4” and the 18” stake is included.

Dura-Last Large Botanical Sign #311-5418DL
Price: $11.50 each (18” stake included)

Design and content are an important element of any sign. The sign should capture attention, inform and educate. A photo on your sign will capture attention and add interest. A QR code is a fun interactive element that takes the viewer to your webpage. The font style and size will determine how easy it is to read. Keep the sign simple and it will be easier to read.
Need some full color interpretive signs? Why not keep it simple? Select the title and size you are looking for. The design, content and photos are already done for you....how simple is that!

**Choose either 8” x 10” OR 12” x 14”**

- Ten Tips for Wildlife
- Pollinators & Plants
- Rain Garden
- Native Wildflowers
- Butterfly Life Cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8” x 10”</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11” x 14”</td>
<td>$36.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Benefits of Native Wildflower Gardens:**

- Most wildflowers are attractive to bees, butterflies and other beneficial insects that you want around your garden.
- Along with the beauty of native wildflowers, they are easy to grow and require little care or water.
- Select plants to provide a succession of bloom in all seasons.
- Wildflowers and other native plants give a very natural and aesthetically beautiful look to the entire landscape. Typically the flowers are clustered together which makes the garden stand out.

**Black Sign Holders (shown on page 1)**

**For 8” x 10” sign**

- 24” Black Sign Holder: #310-7524 Price: $9.75
- 42” Black Sign Holder: #310-7542 Price: $11.75

**For 12” x 14” sign**

- 42” Large Sign Holder: #310-81042 Price: $15.75
**Zinc Botanical Markers:** This durable and economical marker is a favorite. The faceplate slips over the metal stake and tilts back. If writing by hand, use pen #300-120 and finish with a Sun Block Cover for extended life of your marker.

(See page 12 for Sun Block covers and pens).

Size: 11 1/4” tall OR 21” tall with 1 1/4” x 3.5” faceplate.

**11 1/4” tall Zinc Marker:** #320-080

Price: $0.49 each

**21” tall Zinc Marker:** #320-079

Price: $0.79 each

**Green Plant Stake:** This durable stake will provide years of excellent performance in harsh conditions. It's made of heavy gauge steel and powder coated with hunter green paint to prevent rusting. Use with our Computer Imprintable labels (not included, see page 11). Simply print your labels, apply to the stake, and wrap with the Sun Block cover. As an alternative you may also choose to hand write on the signs. Use our silver pen on page 12. Yes, they cost a bit more, but are well worth it.

Size: 10” high with 4 1/2” x 2 1/4” faceplate

**Green Plant Stake:** #320-090GR

Price: $5.55 each
Fancy Aluminum Hang Tags: have a silver matte finish and a lovely floral design engraved on the edge. They will last for years to come. Hang them on the 18” Stainless Steel Stakes (NOT INCLUDED).

Use our Nursery marking pen on page 12 for a lasting mark.

Size: 2.5” X 3.5
Part # 150-115AL
Price: $3.95 each

18” Stainless Steel Stakes:
They are sturdy and compliment your Fancy hang tags. Not only are they attractive but they will not rust.
Part #150-232SS
Price: $7.28 for 10
Computer Imprintable Labels: Generate unique, high quality plant labels on your computer and printer. They are not paper, but designed for outdoor use. Print labels on your laser printer and cover them with a clear Sun Block cover (included). Your labels will be protected from the harmful effects of water and sunlight. Use with Green Plant stake (page 9) or cut to size for use with other markers. Size: 4” x 1 3/4”

Computer Imprintable Labels: #400-175
Price: $11.95/pkg. of 25 labels & Sun Block covers

Blank Color Laser Signs: Design and print your own unique garden signs using your computer and Laser Printer. These heavy laser signs are specially designed for outdoor use. Available in 2 sizes. Designed to be used with our closed top sign holders. **Not for use with Inkjet printers.**

Simply design the signs using your favorite program such as Word or Publisher. Then print on your laser printer.

5” x 4” Color Laser Sign: #311-54LC
Price: $25.95/pkg. of 25 signs
7” x 5” Color Laser Sign: #311-75LC
Price: $25.95/pkg. of 25 signs

**CLOSED Top Sign Holders:** Use these sign holders to display your Color Laser signs or other flexible signs.
5” x 4” Black: #310-5418BK Price: $6.25 each
7” x 5” Black: #310-7530BK Price: $6.75 each

Printed Pot Stakes: Ideal for nurseries, farmers markets and garden clubs. Provide us with the information you want on the stakes, and we will print them for you. The print will last for several seasons. Made of 10 mil polyethylene. Size: 1” x 6.75”

Printed Pot Stakes: #400-250
Price: $5.95/pkg. of 50

Printed Wrap-A-Rounds: These attach securely to any branch. Provide us with your text and we will print them for you. We can even put your logo on them. The print will last for several seasons. Size: 1” x 8.5”

Printed Wrap-A-Rounds: #400-350
Price: $7.95/pkg. of 50
**Sun Block Covers:** These clear covers protect the markings from the rain, snow and UV rays. Markings will last 3 times longer. They come in 2 sizes, 1” x 4” or 2” x 5 1/2”.

**Small Sun Block Covers:** #400-020  
Price: $4.25/pkg. of 30 covers

**Large Sun Block Covers:** #400-030  
Price: $8.25/pkg. of 30 covers

**Outdoor Adhesive:** This clear adhesive is ideal for securing your sign to the sign holders. Designed especially for outdoor use, it is UV and weather resistant. One tube will secure several signs.

**Outdoor Adhesive:** #150-6800  
Price: $11.95 each (3.7 fl oz.)

---

**Weather Resistant Pens and Pencils to Mark any Surface**

**Nursery Marking Pen:** Ideal for writing on most surfaces. Dries instantly. It's designed for outdoor use so it's water and fade resistant. Medium point.

**Nursery Pen:** #300-120  
Price: $3.95 each

**Black Paint Pen:** An excellent marker for outdoor use. Oil-based paint. The fine point allows a lot of information in a small area.

**Black Paint Pen:** #300-134  
Price: $3.95 each

**Silver Paint Pen:** An excellent marker for black or dark stakes. Oil-based paint. The fine point allows a lot of information in a small area.

**Silver Paint Pen:** #300-136  
Price: $3.95 each

**Fade Resistant Pencil:** You'll find this garden pencil indispensable. Markings lasts 3 times longer than a regular pencil. Will not bleed on wood or other porous surfaces.

**Garden Pencil:** #300-127  
Price: $2.25 each
**CLEARANCE . . . Limited Supply**

**Zinc Hang Tags:** These tags have a beautiful raw, matte zinc finish. They are heavy with a lot of room to write. They look great hanging from the 18” stainless steel stake. (Not included). There are 10 tags per package. 
Size: 3.0” x 2.25” 
**Zinc Hang Tags:** #150-115Z 
Price: $12.25/pkg. of 10 tags

**18” Stainless Steel Stakes:** 
# 150-232SS 
Price: $14.55/pkg. of 10 stakes

**Copper Marker:** This marker looks classic in any garden. The large nameplate allows a lot of area to write on. They can also be embossed with a ballpoint pen. Use pen#300-120 to mark (page 12). Copper will darken with time. 
Size: 3/4” x 2 1/2” nameplate, 10” high. 
**Copper Marker:** 
#320-083CU 
Price: $6.95/pkg. of 10

**Zinc Marker:** This marker has a large matte finish in zinc. They can be embossed with a ballpoint pen. Use pen#300-120 to mark (page 12). Size: 3/4’ x 2 1/2” nameplate, 10” high. 
**Zinc Marker:** 
#320-084Z 
Price: $3.48/pkg. of 10

**Wood Stakes:** Perfect for seedlings or vegetables. Mark with our pencil or nursery pen to last all season. 4” or 6” x 5/8” 
**6 5/8” Stakes:** #150-126 
Price: $1.38/pkg. of 10

**4” Stakes:** #150-124 
Price: $1.13/pkg. of 10

Don’t miss out on a good deal! 
All clearance items are limited to the stock we have on hand.
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Aluminum Hang Tags: They are supplied with copper wires and the holes are reinforced. Emboss with a ball point pen, or mark with our nursery pen. Size: 3 3/4” x 3/4”
Aluminum Hang Tags: #150-110AL
Price: $3.25/pkg. of 10

Copper Water Can Tags: These small water can tags are ideal for herbs and small plants. They come with wires, but you can use our 18” stainless steel stakes as well. Mark with our nursery pen. Size: about 2.5” x 2.125”.
Copper Water Can Tags: #150-114CU
Price: $2.98/pkg. of 10

Anodized Aluminum Tags:
Wrap the tail around the tag to secure to a branch or stem. Sturdy aluminum will last for years. Mark with our nursery pen. Size: 5 1/4” x 5/8”.
Anodized Aluminum Tags: #150-113AL
Price: $1.98/pkg. of 10

Heavy Duty Pot Stakes: These molded stakes are super heavy duty. They will last for years. Size: 12” x 1.5”
Heavy Duty Stakes: #152-112W
Price: $3.98/pkg. of 10

Don’t miss out on a good deal!

All clearance items are limited to the stock we have on hand.
Orion Garden Marker

www.gardenmarker.com
Phone: 928 852-4763

130 Cathedral Ranch Drive
Sedona AZ 86351